A NEW TRACK FOR NASA NE MEMBERS

NEW YORK SAFETY TRACK

NYST’s 18 turns and 450 feet of elevation change is not a track you need lots of horsepower, but it is fun and very technical and will reward the driver who can manage weight transfers. This an excellent track for developing fast hands and mastering car control. The skills you learn at NYST will make you faster at all our other tracks and is low-risk as there are few walls or Armco.

The front straight of this 2.1-mile track doubles as the runway for Mountain Top Airport. Watching the occasional plane take off or land is truly unique.

The back straight is one of many fun bits of this technical track. There is variety and reward at every turn. You can have a great time as a novice yet feel challenged no matter your skill level.

The pit and paddock area have been expanded and another feature unique to NYST: Trees. And it is a great place to camp with excellent showers.

For foodie and craft beer fans, you can go to The Depot, about 20 minutes away in Oneonta. They feature steak, pasta, and several local brews on tap. Ommegang Brewery is a bit further away in Cooperstown. The area also has a lot of great barbecue.

This will be a new track for many of our NASA members but soon to become one of our favorites and is relatively convenient track in the Northeast.